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Abstract: In this paper, a data-driven modeling method for precast concrete (PC) balcony components
was proposed to solve the problems of low informatization and the difficult modeling of components
at the design stage. Through the analysis of the characteristics of PC balcony components and the
combination of modular design methods, the paper designed a data structure for the components
and developed a data-driven modeling tool for PC balcony components that can realize the input of
structural design data, automatically generating component models. First, this paper introduced the
data-driven modeling concept and the modeling process. Second, the PC balcony components in
common prefabricated residential projects were analyzed to identify their characteristics. By using
a modular design approach, these components were divided and a module dataset was created
based on the split modules. Consequently, a data structure for the prefabricated balcony component
model was established, wherein both conventional parameters and adaptive parameters between
modules were interrelated. Finally, the function of data-driven modeling was achieved by developing
a modular design tool on the Revit platform using the C# programming language. The application
conducted on a prefabricated building project demonstrated that the software tool and modeling
method in this paper effectively improve the level of informatization and modeling efficiency of
PC balcony components. The modular design approach was satisfied with the standardization and
diversification requirements of balcony components, thereby offering insights for modeling other
complex components.

Keywords: PC balcony component; data-driven modeling; modularization; Revit secondary development

1. Introduction

With the integration of the sustainable development concept in China, the construc-
tion industry has embraced green, efficient, and sustainable practices as its fundamental
objectives. Prefabricated building, being an innovative construction method, has gained
considerable attention from the industry due to its advantages in industrial component
production, environment-friendly construction practices, and shortened construction cy-
cles [1,2]. The factory production and site assembly characteristics of precast components
offer significant advantages over the traditional on-site casting construction method in
terms of enhancing construction efficiency, reducing construction costs, mitigating pol-
lution, and improving the on-site environment [3–6]. However, despite the numerous
advantages of prefabricated buildings, their limited standardization in design, underdevel-
oped production processes, and inadequate part compatibility impede the enhancement of
construction efficiency and hinder the full use of prefabricated building benefits, thereby ob-
structing widespread adoption. Enhancing the standardization level and design excellence
of prefabricated constructions, increasing component reusability, and optimizing the pro-
duction process are crucial measures for enhancing the overall advantages of prefabricated
buildings [7].
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The modular design of prefabricated components is considered a pivotal approach
to augmenting the overall advantages of prefabricated buildings. Prefabricated buildings
are constructed by assembling premanufactured components produced in an off-site pro-
duction facility [4]. A commonly used design approach involves initially conceptualizing
the building as a monolithic structure and subsequently dividing it into prefabricated
components based on specific guidelines [8]. However, this approach often results in a
wide array of premanufactured components, thereby augmenting the intricacy and expen-
diture associated with construction. With the progression of industrialization, the adoption
of modular design methodology in the domain of prefabricated constructions is steadily
increasing. The implementation of modular design theory facilitates the establishment of
a module library, thereby enhancing component standards, while accommodating their
diversity and subsequently improving construction efficiency [9–11]. The implementation
of modular design can enhance component reusability, minimize redundant investments
in templates and equipment, expedite construction timelines, and optimize component
accuracy and consistency. In the context of prefabricated component modular design,
achieving standardization in module splitting while ensuring compatibility between split
modules has emerged as a pivotal concern. This necessitates adopting a scientific and
rational approach to both design and management.

The digital tool building information model (BIM) is extensively used in the design
and management of prefabricated buildings, leveraging construction project data to cre-
ate a model that accurately simulates building information through digital means [12,13].
Yuan et al. combined parametric design and BIM technology to propose a method for the
modularization of prefabricated components, aiming to enhance the standardization level
of such components [7]. Wang integrated lean construction principles with BIM technology,
proposing a novel workflow aimed at enhancing the design quality of prefabricated com-
ponents [14]. By integrating BIM technology with the concept of Design for Manufacturing
and Assembly (DFMA) in the manufacturing industry, researchers have successfully ap-
plied it to precast buildings for the division and design of precast foundation components.
This integration has significantly enhanced the modeling efficiency of precast concrete
elements [15,16], enabling better management of their production process, ensuring su-
perior quality and accuracy, and improving overall production efficiency. Furthermore,
this integration aims to facilitate seamless coordination between design models of prefab-
ricated components and production processes [17], thereby promoting industrialization,
digitization, and intelligent development within the construction industry.

The use of computer programming languages and the secondary development tech-
nology of Revit facilitates the development of specialized software tailored to diverse
projects [18,19]. BIM technology integrates procedures and algorithms, thereby enhancing
support for data and models in addressing practical engineering challenges [20–22]. The
data and information, serving as the fundamental components of BIM models, encompass
all the attributes and characteristics of buildings [23]. They provide enhanced precision
and efficacy in design and construction through data-driven support. Meng et al. devel-
oped a tool for reasoning parameter modeling by using the Revit modeling platform and
the computer programming language C# to improve modeling efficiency [24]. Liu et al.
combined BIM technology with a data-driven framework to identify BIM model errors [25].
T. Kirchdoerfer and M. Ortiz developed the data-driven computing paradigm with the help
of computer languages to illustrate the robustness of data-driven solvers [26]. Data-driven
thinking plays a crucial role in the process of BIM secondary development. By integrating
algorithms into programs, the focus is on automating and intelligently managing data for
design and construction processes [27–29]. Despite the application of data-driven concepts
and methods in BIM models, there is limited research on their implementation in the
modeling approach for PC balcony components.

As a type of precast element, PC balcony components offer significant advantages
in terms of enhancing construction efficiency and reducing costs. However, existing
design methods fail to meet the diverse and individual requirements of real-life projects’
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components, while also lacking effective tools for data-driven modeling. Therefore, this
study aims to explore integrating data-driven modeling concepts with BIM technology to
address information design needs, enhance design and production efficiency, and facilitate
widespread adoption of PC balcony components.

Building on previous research, in this paper, a data-driven component modeling
method was proposed, which was used to analyze the characteristics of building compo-
nents and develop a corresponding software tool (based on a BIM software platform (Revit
2016 version)) to create the component model of a prefabricated balcony. The method was
used to solve the problems of low informatization, difficult modeling, and poor practical
application of model data. After analyzing the architectural characteristics of the balcony’s
components, the components were divided into modules according to their architectural
characteristics, the modules’ characteristic parameters were established, the modules’ data
structure was designed, and a module dataset was also established. On this basis, using the
C# programming language and Visual Studio programming tools, the WinForms applica-
tion window was developed, and according to the spatial relationship of the modules, the
automatic assembly of the program was used to accomplish the establishment of the model.
This paper describes, in detail, the optimization of a modeling method for prefabricated
balcony components using data-driven techniques. The research presents a novel idea and
methodology for addressing information design challenges in prefabricated component
systems, offering valuable insights and assistance in tackling practical issues encountered
by prefabricated buildings. Furthermore, the findings of this study will serve as a reference
for related research endeavors.

2. The Challenges in the Modeling of PC Balcony Components
2.1. Classification of PC Balcony Elements

The PC balcony is an essential component among the prefabricated components of an
assembly building. The PC balcony panel is categorized as a beam balcony or a slab balcony
based on the type of structural pressure. The slab balcony, in turn, is subcategorized as a
complete prefab slab balcony or a stacked prefab slab balcony, depending on the panel’s
prefabrication method [30].

Prefabricated beam balconies are a type of balcony that transfers the balcony slab
and its loads to the beams, walls, columns, and other structures of the main building
through the use of a pick-and-suspend beam. At the end of the overhanging beam, an
edge beam is installed to support the load of the balcony railing and any other additional
loads. The keyway is situated at the termination of the overhanging beam connected to the
cast-in-place section. The balcony slab of the prefabricated slab type uses a cantilevered
slab design, where the edge is combined with the entire beam slab of the primary structure.
The load placed on the slab is then transferred to the main structure’s beam slab through the
cantilevered slab. Slab balconies tend to be used in small-span balconies, due to limitations
stemming from the structural force’s form. The components that form a PC balcony are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Classification of PC balcony elements.

Beam Balcony Slab Balcony

Stacked prefab slab balcony Complete prefab slab balcony
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2.2. The Challenges in Modeling PC Balcony Elements

There are two modeling approaches for traditional prefabricated balcony components.
In one approach, the floor command is used to draw the balcony plate, while the beam
command is used to illustrate both the cantilever beam structure and the edge structure. The
other approach involves using lofting, Boolean operations, and other functions to generate
a geometric contour drawing of the component based on family creation. Subsequently,
a reinforcement model is established in accordance with the reinforcement command. In
following this approach, there are the following problems:

1. The information regarding the components is widely scattered, indicating a relatively
low level of informatization.

Traditionally, the plate structure model and the beam structure model are established
as separate components, along with the geometric contour model and the reinforcement
model. This results in dispersed data information within the component models and low
accuracy of data. However, for precast balcony component models that require alignment
with factory production, scattered data sources can easily lead to deviations during the
transmission of model information, resulting in mismatches between data and models that
ultimately affect component production efficiency.

2. The software operation is intricate, and the modeling efficiency is suboptimal.

Although the commands for reinforcing bar modeling are included in 3D modeling
software, practical application can be challenging due to the diverse and intricate nature of
reinforcing bars in precast balcony members. Taking Revit as an example, rebar modeling
is required to be based on a specific plane. The built-in plane options include the “current
working plane”, “near protective layer reference”, and “far protective layer reference”. The
placement direction can be categorized into three forms: “parallel to the working plane”,
“parallel to the protective layer”, and “perpendicular to the protective layer”. Prior to
drawing the rebar, different protective layers need to be established, requiring frequent
switching between planes and sections during rendering. This complexity makes it difficult
for users to master the software and results in relatively low modeling efficiency.

To summarize, the current 3D modeling software commonly used in the industry
lacks the capability to independently model prefabricated balcony components. In order to
address this issue, we proposed the following optimizations: (1) Enhance the modeling
approach for prefabricated balcony components by adopting a modular component concept
and establishing a module dataset. This will enable us to design a structured data model for
balcony components, reducing issues arising from scattered data sources and standardizing
data management. (2) Develop a modeling software tool that simplifies the logic used
by modelers and integrates algorithms with programmatic capabilities. By leveraging
data-driven approaches, we can significantly enhance the efficiency in creating models.

3. Methods

In this paper, we optimized the modeling method for PC balcony components by
incorporating data-driven principles. First, we conducted an analysis of the characteristics
of balcony components and designed a module dataset and data structure using a modular
approach. Subsequently, leveraging Revit secondary development technology, we devel-
oped a software tool to enable rapid establishment of prefabricated balcony component
models. Our aim was to address challenges, such as the low level of informatization in
these components, difficulties in modeling, and limited practical application of model
data. Ultimately, this will enhance the efficiency of modelers in addressing modeling
issues related to prefabricated balcony components. The specific methodology process is
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research on the data-driven parametric modeling process.

3.1. Concepts and Techniques of Data-Driven Modeling

Data-driven modeling is accomplished using the online and offline data of a controlled
system to establish a database, adjust it, judge it, and optimize it, in addition to other
functions [31]. The data-driven modeling approach uses data as characteristic parameters
for objects, facilitating the automatic control and generation of objects within the model,
and modifications made to the feature parameters are accurately reflected in the 3D model.

The principle of traditional parametric modeling is to separate data and graphics,
forming a comprehensive model by matching the ID of graphic elements (e.g., the Guid
value of graphic elements in Revit). These models acquire information from databases and
graphics libraries separately. In contrast to conventional parametric modeling methods,
data-driven modeling places data at a more central position. It relies on controlling and
constraining actual data using tools, such as parameters, formulas, and tables, to generate
and modify building models. Throughout this process, data drive the set of graphs,
ensuring that the parameters of the graph layer are entirely dependent on the data source
for perfect alignment between the model and its underlying information. The process of
comparing two modeling methods is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Comparison of the processes of parametric modeling vs. data-driven modeling.
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3.2. Modularization of Prefabricated Balcony Components
3.2.1. Modular Splitting

The components of an assembly building can be categorized into horizontal and
vertical elements. When designing a modular split, two perspectives need to be considered:
a top-down partitioning model and a bottom-up composition model.

According to the classification of PC balcony components, modules are categorized
based on their characteristics. Specifically, the beam-type balcony can be divided into five
modules: slab module, left-side overhang beam module, right-side overhang beam module,
central overhang beam module, and top edge beam module. Similarly, the slab-type balcony
can be split into four modules: slab module, left-side edge structure module, right-side
edge structure module, and top edge structure module. Each of these modules is designed
with specific datasets, which are then integrated into a comprehensive whole through
parameter association between them. The breakdown of these modules is illustrated in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. (a) Beam-type balcony module and (b) slab-type balcony module.

3.2.2. The Establishment of a Modular Dataset

The slab module dataset was taken as an example in this study. To enhance the
representation of the steel reinforcement dataset for the slab module, a three-dimensional
form was used to present the steel reinforcement. In Figure 4, green color indicates the steel
reinforcement in the overhang direction, while red color represents the steel reinforcement
in the vertical direction.

Figure 4. Reinforcement schematic of the slab module: (a) beam balcony and (b) slab balcony.

We divided the slab module dataset into three parts: the concrete geometry profile
dataset, the rebar overhang direction dataset, and the vertical direction dataset. The
parameter names and values defined in the current module were stored in the dataset.
These parameters included but were not limited to the thickness, length, and width of the
slab, the diameter and spacing of the rebar, etc. The data information of these parameters
can provide full flexibility for modeling and adjust and optimize the design and modeling
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of the balcony plate according to the actual needs. The parameter dataset of the slab module
is structured as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The parameter dataset of the slab module.

Slab Module Dataset Dataset Name Parameter Name Value Type Meaning of Parameters

Concrete Geometry
Profile Dataset BeamFloorBaseInfo

length Double Length of slab
width Double Width of slab
height Double Thickness of slab

depth Double Depth of slab end
embedding

Rebar Overhang
Direction Dataset

XRebarInfo

upperDiameter Double Diameter of upper rebar
upperDistance Double Spacing of upper rebar
downDiameter Double Diameter of lower rebar
downDistance Double Spacing of lower rebar

Rebar Vertical Direction
Dataset

YRebarInfo

upperDiameter Double Diameter of upper rebar
upperDistance Double Spacing of upper rebar
downDiameter Double Diameter of lower rebar
downDistance Double Spacing of lower rebar

Note: This paper solely used the slab module as an illustrative example, while the application methodology for
other modules remained consistent.

3.2.3. Component Data Structure Design

The definition of data structures is one of the premises that enable data-driven model-
ing, and its essence lies in the summarizing and sorting of modular datasets for precast
balcony components. According to the methodology of data-driven modeling, this study
used UML class diagrams for visualizing classes and their relationships in a more pro-
fessional manner. The class diagram plays a pivotal role in the development process of
modeling tools as it visually represents the data structure of the model, serving as an
effective means of communication and comprehension for developers. It facilitates a clearer
understanding of both the structure and the behavior of the model. The development
of modeling tools relies on class diagrams, which are primarily used by developers to
write code, complete the modeling process, establish relationships between classes using
various programming languages, and ultimately implement the behavioral functionality
encapsulated within each class through programming. Therefore, class diagrams play a
crucial role in achieving functional realization of modeling tools.

The program design of this study was divided into five components: slab module
class, edge member geometry class, beam module geometry class, edge member rebar
class, and beam rebar class. Among them, various forms of reinforcement classes were
inherited from the reinforcement base class, including common parameter data defined
in the reinforcement base class, such as the reinforcement diameter and number, and
specific data, such as the anchor length. These classes were composed of the beam module
reinforcement class and the edge module reinforcement class. The corresponding geometric
module classes were aggregated with the reinforcement data class to form a complete
prefabricated balcony module dataset. The data structure of the model was designed.
The integration of module datasets from diverse sources enhances the management and
application of data, while addressing the problems arising from scattered data sources.
Data structure UML class diagrams are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Data structure hierarchy UML class diagrams.

3.3. Revit Secondary Development
3.3.1. Development Platforms and Processes

In this paper, Revit 2016 software was selected for secondary development and Visual
Studio 2017 was selected as the development platform; under.NET Framework 4.7, the
program was written in the computer language C#, and the functions and interfaces within
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the Revit API were used. A dynamic link library (.dll) file was compiled and generated to
accomplish the extension of the software functions. The development process is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. The development process.

3.3.2. The Process of Tool Development

1. User interface (UI) design

The basic logic of interface design must place the interface under the control of the
user and reduce the user’s memory load. Since PC balcony components are composed of
modules, each module was designed as an embedded sub-interface to maintain the overall
consistency of the interface when designing the interface. WinForms (Windows Form) is a
widely used development tool that is based on the .Net form application. It consists of two
parts: front interface design and background code. The user input data can be obtained
through the background code. The design of the main interface of the modeling tool and
the sub-interface of the corresponding module are shown in Figure 7.

2. Establishment of a solid model of the PC balcony

It is necessary to determine the elevation at which the balcony will be located before
creating the balcony elements. The reference coordinate point for generating the balcony
component should be selected in the corresponding plane view interface, and the coordi-
nates of this point should be obtained. The model’s origin was defined as the location point,
which was transformed into origin coordinates using the Element.Location() function in the
API. This created the origin Location (0, 0, 0), allowing the re-establishment of the Cartesian
coordinate system and relocation calculations for the balcony component’s modules. Taking
the beam balcony as an example, the plan view of its geometric model is shown in Figure 8.
The slab dimensions are denoted as L1 for length and W1 for width, while the widths of the
top edge beam and the left- and right-side overhanging beams are, respectively, marked
TW, LW, and RW. Additionally, the balcony’s Z-direction offset height is defined as d1 and
the depth of its embedment is T1. In Table 3, the computed positioning points and lengths
of the remaining modules are presented.
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Figure 7. The generated window: (a) the main interface and (b) slab module sub-interface.

Figure 8. Balcony component plan.

Table 3. Module positioning points and lengths.

Location (X, Y, Z) Length

Top edge beam (0, W1, d1) TL = L1
Left overhanging beam (0, W1, d1) LL = TW + W1 + T1

Right overhanging beam (0, W1, d1) RL = TW + W1 + T1

The function method used to create the geometric solid model of the modules in the
balcony component was Creat.NewFamilyInstance (XYZ, FamilySymbol, StructuralType),
and this method corresponded to three parameters, which were the positioning point
of the instance model, the type of the model, and the structural type. The anchor point
of each module could be obtained through the aforementioned calculation, enabling the
generation of a single-module model using code-driven parameter data. Using the function
List<ElementId>, all module models were aggregated to form a complete geometry model
of the balcony.

3. Establishment of rebars model of the PC balcony

As the rebar model differs from the concrete model, the rebar is classified as a compo-
nent attached to the concrete interior. The prefabricated components of the reinforcement
layout have the characteristics of uniformity, standardization, and repeatability. The estab-
lishment of rebar parameter logic and the setting of various parameters are essential in
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Revit to accommodate different anchorage forms. Reinforcement modeling in data-driven
methods relies on coordinate calculation to generate positioning curves and form reinforce-
ment models. Taking the edge girder as an example, this section introduces the program
algorithm for generating the reinforcement model.

Program algorithm calculations involved using the aforementioned known geometric
point location coordinates of the capping beam. The geometric point location coordinates
TopBeamLocation (0, W1, d1) calculated before were transformed into the reference co-
ordinate point of the module steel bar: Location O (Xtop, Ytop, Ztop) established the
coordinate system, as shown in the figure. The CreateBound () function was used to create
the positioning curve of the rebar. In accordance with the creation of the positioning line, it
was then used to generate the longitudinal rebar models.

The thickness of the protective layer of the reinforcement was denoted as Protect layer
thickness (abbreviated to Prot in the formula), the diameter of the stirrup was Stir dia, the
diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement was Longi dia, the anchorage length of the
reinforcement was 15 times the diameter of the reinforcement, and the local arrangement
and composition of the reinforcement are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Local layout and composition of rebar of the top edge beam.

From Figure 9, it can be seen that the Y-axis value of the rebar is fixed, so the following
calculation mainly calculates the X-axis value and the Z-axis value of the rebar positioning
point. The curves of the rebar Ne are represented in Figure 9 by the position of the
coordinates of the locating points a~h. The value in the Y-axis direction of the rebar can
therefore be calculated as follows:

YNe = Ytop − Prot − Stir dia − Longi dia
2

(1)

The coordinates of the locating points of the reinforcement a~h are then calculated
as follows:

Location a (Xa, YNe, Za):{
Xa = Xtop − LW + Prot + Longi dia

2

Za = Ztop + d1 − Prot − (16 + 1
2 )Longi dia

(2)

Location b (Xb, YNe, Zb):{
Xb = Xtop − LW + Prot + Longi dia

2

Zb = Ztop + d1 − Prot − 3
2 Longi dia

(3)
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Location c (Xc, YNe, Zc):{
Xc = Xtop + Prot + Stir dia

2

Zc = Ztop + d1 − Prot − 3
2 Longi dia

(4)

Location d (Xd, YNe, Zd):{
Xd = Xtop + Prot + Stir dia

2

Zd = Ztop + d1 − Prot − Longi dia
2

(5)

Location e (Xe, YNe, Ze):{
Xe = Xtop + TL − Prot − Stir dia

2 − 6 × Longi dia

Ze = Ztop + d1 − Prot − Longi dia
2

(6)

As the data for the avoidance curves at both ends of the beam are the same, the
coordinates of points f, g, and h can be derived by referring to the calculation of points a,
b, and c. Similarly, the positioning coordinates of the rebar Bo can be deduced, and the
detailed formulae are not listed here. After generating the geometric shape of the rebar,
it is necessary to calculate the arrangement of the rebar within the concrete and several
common cross-sectional arrangements of rebar are shown in Figure 10. In the figure, a is
the value of the center of the reinforcement from the concrete boundary and b is the spacing
of the reinforcement rows. The double-layer reinforcement form defines c1 as the vertical
distance between the upper reinforcement and the top surface, while c2 represents the
vertical distance between the lower reinforcement and the top surface.

Figure 10. Schematic diagram of several common types of reinforcement cross-section arrangement.

A cross section of the center of the closing beam is shown in Figure 11. Since the
specific coordinates of rebar 3 in the edge beam have already been calculated before (and
the value in the X-axis direction is the length of the reinforcement, which has no relation
to the spacing arrangement of the longitudinal reinforcement), only the positioning value
in the Y-axis direction and the fixed position in the Z-axis direction are calculated in the
alignment positioning calculation process next.

The length and width of the beam section are TH and TW, respectively, and the
coordinates of the origin are Xtop, Ytop, and Ztop. The position coordinates of rebars 1–8 were
then identified. First, the coordinates of the rows of rebar 3 in Figure 11 can be calculated
as follows:

Rebar 3 Location (Xd, Y3, Z3):{
Y3 = YNe

Z3 = Ztop + d1 − Prot − Longi dia
2 − Stir dia

(7)
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Figure 11. Schematic of the beam rebar arrangement.

If the number of bars in the same row is greater than or equal to 3, the ElemengtTrans-
formUtils.CopyElement() method in the Revit API may be used to copy the corresponding
bars. By reading the number of top bars in the rebar dataset (top count) and the copy spacing
of the bars (Copy space), the following calculation can be performed:

Copy space =
TW − 2 × Prot − 2 × Stir dia − Longi dia

top count − 1
(8)

Using rebar 3 as a reference, the copy distance and positioning points of rebars 1 and 2
on the diagram may be found. Similarly, the end-point coordinates and copy distances of
rebars 4, 5, and 6 can be calculated as described before, and the rebars can be modeled by
copying. The number of longitudinal bars at the waist from the rebar dataset (web count)
and the form of rebar rows for the web longitudinal bars can be determined based on the
number of bars. The number of web bar rows is calculated as follows:

Ni =
webcount

2
(9)

The spacing of the rebar (Rebar space) can then be calculated:

Rebar space =
TH − 2 × Prot − 2 × Stir dia − Longi dia

Ni
(10)

Using Figure 11 as an example, at this point, the number of web bars is 2; this means
that bars 7–8 are in the same row, from which the positioning point of bar 8 can be calculated:

Rebar8 Ylocation:
Ylocation = YNe (11)

Rebar8 Zlocation:
Zlocation = Z3 − Rebar space (12)

The method of calculating the position of the other web rebar was essentially the same
as that described before. After generating the stirrup and tiepiece, the balcony module may
have a rotation angle, so it was necessary to use the List<ElementId> function to collect the
IDs of the generated rebar and add the model of the rebar with the corresponding IDs to
the balcony module generated in the previous section. Finally, the rotation was performed
using the ElementTransformUtils.RotateElements() method. The generation path of the
stirrup was as follows. First, the coordinates of the four corners of the stirrup were obtained
and the curve shape was drawn through the four corners. The coordinates of these four
corners were calculated using the cross-section size of the beam and the thickness of the
protective layer. The protective layer of the reinforcement (Rebar cover), the diameter of
the reinforcing bar (Stir dia), and the coordinates of the upper-right corner of the rebar in
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the Y-direction and in the Z-direction can be calculated based on the aforementioned rebar
coordinate system, as follows:{

Ystir = Ytop + (Rebar dia + Stir dia
2 )

Zstir = Ztop + d1 − (Rebar cover + Stir dia
2 )

(13)

Because the currently acquired coordinates of the origin are the coordinates of the left
side of the beam, the coordinates in the x-direction are the coordinates in the longitudinal
direction of the beam, and the coordinate position Xstir can be calculated as follows:

Xstir = Xtop + (Rebar dia +
Stir dia

2
) (14)

The stirrup layout in the X-direction, the center row spacing (Stirrup space), the number
of stirrups (N1), and the beams at both ends of the existence of stirrup encryption area (Encr
area) were calculated; the encryption area’s stirrup spacing is generally half the spacing
of the intermediate section, and the number of stirrups in this area (N2) were then found.
These two values were then added together to obtain the total number of stirrups, Nstir.
Using the For Loop function, the stirrup model was copied to the appropriate position
according to the spacing and number of rebar, and the model was added to the set of
components as follows:

Nstri = N1 + N2

N1 = TL − 2 × Encr area
stirrup space − 1

N2 = 2 × (
Encr area − Rebar cover − Stir dia

2
Stirrup space

2
+ 1)

(15)

The main role of the tiepiece is to fix the web longitudinal rebar and the longitudinal
rebar, the number of tiepieces, and the positioning of the whole based on the number of
longitudinal rebars and the web longitudinal rebar. The number of rows of beams (Ni)
and the number of stirrups (Nstir) were known for beam reinforcement. The parity of Ni
values was first calculated. When Ni is an odd number, the tiepiece is a single row and the
spacing is twice the spacing of the stirrup. When Ni is an even number, the tiepiece for
the upper and lower rows of staggered rows is a single row with twice the spacing of the
stirrups, staggered adjacent to the spacing of the tie piece, and the spacing of the stirrups is
the same.

The balcony modules may have rotation angles, so it is necessary to use the List<ElementId>
function to collect the IDs of the generated rebars. Next, the rebar models correspond-
ing to these IDs were added to the previously generated balcony module. Finally, the
ElementTransformUtils.RotateElements() method was used for rotation.

Using the modeling approach outlined before, algorithms and codes were integrated
and encapsulated, creating an .addin file on the Revit software platform. This realized the
development of a specialized software tool for modeling PC balcony components. Through
user interface input, this tool enabled the automatic generation of steel-bar-reinforced PC
balcony components at specified positions based on provided data.

3.3.3. Dataset Storage and Inquiry for Models

In engineering design, modifications to the parameters and types of reinforcing bars
are often required. During program design, the current model and data structure of
the components must be read, and based on the modified WinForms information, the
balcony component data must be regenerated. Adhering to the existing data structure
when designing the program can help to establish the principles of information storage.
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1. The function for the dictionary dataset must be designed as follows: Dictionary<string,
string> to create the relevant dataset based on the type of balcony.

2. In the corresponding dictionary dataset function, the module dataset name is set to
Field, while the parameter name and its respective attribute values are allocated to
the following value field: Serializes Object.

3. Unique data tag GUID values are stored in the generated instance model data.
4. Finally, all the data are stored on the model and supplied to the user for querying.

As Revit Lookup can access the stored dataset and aid subsequent development efforts
for querying information data, the process of querying data is as follows.

1. Revit Lookup may be used to read the unique data tag GUID value stored in the
model data in this instance.

2. Since each GUID value is unique, it can be used to look up the dictionary dataset
function Dictionary<string, string> for this model.

3. The module dataset names and their corresponding attribute values in the dictionary
dataset function can be inquired about, and their specific correspondence is shown in
Table 4.

Table 4. Balcony dictionary dataset structure.

Field Serializes Object Can It Be Null?

Floor ID Number No

Style Beam/Slab No

Slab
FloorBaseInfo No

yRebarInfo No
XRebarInfo No

Top TopBeamInfo Yes
TopInfo Yes

Left
LeftBeamInfo Yes

FbLeftInfo Yes

Right RightBeamInfo Yes
FbRightInfo Yes

Mid MidBeamInfo Yes

4. Case Study
4.1. Project Overview and Modeling Process

The modeling method proposed in this paper and the developed software tool were
applied to the case study at hand. This study provided an illustration of an assembly
residential project in Hongshan District, Wuhan City. The project comprises 29 residences
with a total floor area of 803,000 m2 and 26 to 34 floors each, all of which were constructed
using an assembled monolithic shear-wall structure. According to our statistics, there were
a total of 3776 PC balcony components involved in the entire project. The fifth building
was selected for the data-driven modeling method of this paper. Its structure comprises
26 above-ground floors and 1 underground floor, with floor space measuring 9780 m2 and
a monolithic prefabrication rate of 52%. There are five PC balconies on the standard floor.

Standard floor balconies were detailed in two drawings: balcony special drawings
containing formwork drawings, and reinforcement drawings. The parameter dataset of
the balcony was determined in accordance with the drawings. The parameter data for the
drawing in the corresponding sub-window was then entered as follows.

1. Load the modeling tool to the Revit TAB and access the interface of the modeling tool.
2. According to the drawing information, select the beam balcony model, and upon the

selection of ‘Both sides form’ from the drop-down menu, the corresponding parameter
set interface button appears automatically.
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3. Click the corresponding button and input data in the respective sub-interface that appears.
4. Select the reference coordinate point for generating the balcony component. The

driver generates the PC balcony component at the corresponding position to complete
the establishment of a single model.

5. Repeat the aforementioned steps to finalize the installation of the remaining PC
balcony components on the standard floor. The modeling outcomes of the standard
layer are illustrated in the subsequent Figure 12.

Figure 12. Establishment of balconies on standard floors.

4.2. Application Results

The aforementioned modeling steps are not only applicable to this residential building,
but also extend to the establishment of prefabricated models for all residential buildings
within this project. The parameters should be adjusted and the appropriate type of PC
balcony selected based solely on the corresponding design drawing information. Following
the same operational process, the model can then be established. This method is universally
applicable and flexible, capable of accommodating diverse residential building projects.

Through the utilization of the software tool developed in this study, PC balcony
component models were established for the entire project. The total number of PC bal-
cony components in the project amounts to 3776, comprising 2772 prefabricated beam
balconies and 1004 prefabricated slab balconies. The modeling tool is capable of generating
2607 beam balcony components and 905 slab balcony components. A total of 3512 PC
balcony component models were successfully completed, resulting in an overall modeling
completion rate of approximately 93.01%, as shown in Table 5. The data demonstrate that
the modeling method used in this paper effectively accomplishes the construction of the
majority of prefabricated balcony components.
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Table 5. Statistical results of modeling completion.

Type Number of Components (PCS) Number of Components That
Can Be Generated (PCS) Completion Rate (%)

Beam balcony 2772 2607 94.04%

Slab balcony 1004 905 90.14%

Total 3776 3512 93.01%

We verified the stability and data reliability of the data structure designed by the
modeling method in this paper. The query interface, as depicted in Figure 13, allows
for accessing information related to the balcony. Through this interface, module datasets
and values within the data structure of the balcony component model can be visually
examined. By querying the module datasets and data values in the data structures of
3512 balcony component models generated using the modeling tool, we compared the error
between the query results and the input values. The comparison results are presented in
Table 6, indicating a 100% success rate in querying the complete module dataset within the
data structure. Furthermore, we observed a maximum error range of ±0.35% between the
queried data values and their corresponding inputs, which confirms both the high reliability
of our dataset and the improved informatization degree of our model. The specific data
can be viewed in Figure 14. This approach effectively addresses any discrepancies caused
by data deviation.

Figure 13. WinForms, which uses the Lookup function to inquire about data.

Table 6. Statistical results of data readings.

Type Number of Models
Generated (PCS)

Number of
Components That

Can Read Data (PCS)

Data Readability
Rate (%)

Beam balcony 2607 2607 100%

Slab balcony 905 905 100%

Total 3512 3512 100%
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Figure 14. Data error distribution diagram of balcony components.

In order to validate the modeling efficiency of the developed tool in this study for
practical projects, a comparison was made between the conventional modeling method and
the data-driven modeling method proposed herein for prefabricated balcony components
of 5#. The average time spent on modeling and model quality were assessed. The results of
the modeling time comparison are presented in the subsequent Table 7. By conducting a
comparative analysis, it became evident that the use of the proposed modeling method in
this paper can lead to a reduction in the average modeling time and an enhancement in
modeling efficiency. The quality of the model was assessed using the level of development
(LOD) accuracy level definition established by the BIMForum group of the Associated
General Contractors of America (AGC). As shown in Table 8, the model established using
the proposed method can reach an accuracy level of LOD400, surpassing the model estab-
lished using the traditional method. This enhances the quality of the model and resolves
challenges in modeling PC balcony components.

Table 7. Comparison of average modeling time.

Average Modeling Time of
Beam Balcony (min)

Average Modeling Time of
Slab Balcony (min)

Traditional method 22 18

Data-driven modeling method 5 4

Time saving 17 14

Table 8. Evaluation of model LOD accuracy level.

LOD Accuracy Level

LOD100 LOD200 LOD300 LOD350 LOD400 LOD500

Conceptual
Model

Approximate
Geometry

Precise
Geometry

Construction
Documentation

Production and
Construction
Information

As Built

Traditional method
√ √ √ √

× ×
Data-driven modeling method

√ √ √ √ √
×

Note: The symbol “
√

” in the table indicates that the method satisfies the model accuracy requirements of the
LOD accuracy level, while “×” signifies that the method fails to meet the model accuracy requirements of the
LOD accuracy level.

5. Discussion

Currently, the research on precast component models primarily focuses on major
structural elements, such as precast walls, slab, and columns, with relatively limited
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attention given to precast balcony components. The existing research also incorporates
modular and DFMA methods for component splitting and design, although the focus
primarily lies on the manufacturing and installation aspects of prefabricated components,
with limited exploration into the methodology of component modeling [32]. This study
addressed the challenge in complex modeling for precast balcony components by proposing
an innovative modeling approach that enhances the efficiency of traditional methods. A
data structure was established through the analysis of modularization. The concrete
algorithm for reinforcement modeling was elaborated in detail, and a modeling tool was
developed to address the lack of direct generation function for balcony components in 3D
modeling software. The practical application of the proposed modeling tool and the analysis
of modeling results confirm its ability to enhance modeling efficiency. Additionally, they
validate the high reliability of the data structure established in this paper, thereby providing
dependable data for future production. Therefore, the modeling research on prefabricated
balcony components holds significant practical significance and promotional value.

The modeling method used in this paper enhances the efficiency of prefabricated
balcony component modeling. However, it is important to acknowledge that the research
methodology used herein has certain limitations. First, the datasets and data structures
mentioned here may prove highly effective in the Chinese context, yet their direct applica-
bility to modeling prefabricated balcony members in other countries remains uncertain.
The variation in building codes, standards, and technical requirements across countries
necessitates adaptation and optimization to align with the specific standards of each coun-
try or region. Second, the modeling tool used in this study was developed on the Revit
platform, and optimization of the data structure may be necessary due to variations in
data formats used by different 3D modeling software platforms for storing model infor-
mation. Additionally, the diverse operation methods and public APIs used by different
software platforms result in compatibility issues and unsuitability during programming
code-automated operations. Future research can apply the modeling ideas in this paper to
other modeling software for further optimization of the data structure and enhancement
of its universality, thereby facilitating better adaptation to a wider range of engineering
practices and production requirements. This will significantly contribute to improving the
efficiency and accuracy of prefabricated balcony component modeling, as well as fostering
advancements in related fields. Moreover, investigating how these modeling concepts can
be effectively applied to more intricate assembly components warrants further exploration.

6. Conclusions

This study proposed a data-driven modeling approach for prefabricated balcony
components, developed a software tool for modeling, and ultimately applied it to an actual
project. Based on the aforementioned research, we derived the following findings:

1. The combination of data-driven modeling methods and BIM technology enhances the
efficiency and quality of modeling for PC balcony components. In terms of modeling
time, the beam balcony and slab balcony modeling times reduce by 17 and 14 min,
respectively, compared to the traditional modeling method. In terms of model quality,
the LOD accuracy level is used to assess the model’s quality. The proposed method
achieves a model accuracy level of LOD400, surpassing the LOD350 accuracy level
achieved using the traditional method, thereby validating the efficacy of this novel
approach in enhancing modeling efficiency.

2. In this study, a modeling software tool for PC balcony model was developed based on
the Revit software platform, which used a data driver program to establish the model.
This software was successfully applied in an actual project, achieving a completion
rate of 93.01% for PC balcony components. Consequently, it effectively addresses the
issue of 3D modeling software’s inability to directly generate such components and
significantly reduces operational complexities for modelers.

3. The study adopted a data-driven modeling approach and used a modular strategy
to divide the PC balcony components. It also designed the corresponding module
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dataset and model data structure. By analyzing the model data and statistically evalu-
ating the error values, a 100% data reading rate was achieved, with a maximum error
within ±0.35%. This confirms the reliability of the designed data structure stability in
this study and effectively resolves any discrepancies between the data and the model
caused by deviations. It serves as a dependable data source for the production of pre-
fabricated components, mitigating the challenges arising from scattered information
sources in the model and enhancing the level of model information.

The modeling method used in this paper enhances the efficiency of prefabricated
balcony component modeling, while the developed software tool fills a void by providing
direct generation functionality for balcony components in 3D modeling software. The
results of this study can offer insights for the development of models for other complex
prefabricated components and the advancement of modeling software, while it can also
offer valuable references for subsequent research and practice in the related fields of
prefabricated component manufacturing, design, and construction management. The
research method used in this paper, however, exhibits certain limitations. First, the module
dataset and data structure used in this study are specifically tailored to conform with
China’s domestic standards for PC balcony components, thereby limiting their applicability
when modeling similar components in other countries. Second, the modeling tool used in
this study was developed on the Revit platform, which may possess limited compatibility
with other 3D modeling software. Future research can extend the application scope and
field of this paper by implementing the modeling approach in other software platforms,
while also optimizing the data structure for enhanced efficiency.
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